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2.3 Promoting renewal through the organisational
culture
- Korkeakoulun itsearviointi

Promoting courageous and innovative organisational culture

Our values such as courage and collaboration, are the basis of our organisational culture.
Experiments are encouraged, even if they contain a risk of failing or receiving fragmented results.
The results of successful experiments are distributed within Haaga-Helia.

Supervisors are trained to act as reformers and encourage their team in applying collaborative
and innovative methods. Teams and individuals take responsibility of their work and monitor and
develop their processes, giving room for change and innovation. Our flexible curricula enable us
to innovate and apply new solutions to societal needs.

Our management encourages competence sharing. Challenges are solved cooperatively, and
best practices applied through organisation. Projects engage teachers and specialists from
diverse areas of responsibility. For example, RDI area engaging vocational pedagogy recognises
current and future pedagogical development goals and needs. By doing this, it promotes
research, development, and innovation. There is lot of potential in the new organisational
structure to bring education and RDI closer to each other. We need more consistent, clear, and
structured procedures to enable the effective use of competences across Haaga-Helia.

https://www.haaga-helia.fi/en/strategy
https://www.haaga-helia.fi/en/engaging-vocational-pedagogy
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Our international networks and RDI projects offer platforms for innovation and bringing people
together around a theme, for example, through the Ulysseus Innovation Hub for Artificial
Intelligence. Commercial Services also constantly innovate new products and projects, bringing
together staff members from different areas of responsibility.

Engaging alumni with our community

We have an alumni network of over 41 000 graduates. To develop our relationship management
with them, we have automated the process of joining our alumni group. Our graduates can easily
update their contact information online and join the network through which they receive, for
example, invitations to our alumni events. When our staff members are travelling, they can meet
our alumni working abroad.

Alumni communication is one of our strengths. We send automated welcome letters to all
graduates within a week of graduation and invite them to join our activities. We use
segmentation in communication via Customer Experience Management (CEM) tools.

We encourage alumni to participate in our mentoring programme, which is also offered via virtual
tools. The mentoring programme is one of the strengths in our alumni relations. The programme
is part of “Keys to career and competence” course, awarding study credits to the participants. An
alumni of the year award is given annually, to a person who has contributed to advancing the
mission, reputation, and standards of Haaga-Helia.

We invite alumni as guest speakers to our lectures and seminars, and to networking events to
meet students. Virtual opportunities are also available. Exchange students can participate in
alumni activities and access alumni LinkedIn and our alumni register.

Relevant networks as part of our strategy

Our strongest regional network is the 3AMK at the Helsinki Metropolitan area. Through 3AMK, we
strengthen the relationship with the cities and other HEI’s. It is a regional ecosystem, supporting
businesses and organisations by offering knowledge and competence.

At the national level, we are active in networks developing continuous learning. There is the
hands-on network working on Open UAS related challenges, and the director-driven network
developing strategy and maintaining dialogue with Arene. Moreover, the Higher education
pedagogy, HEIPEDA, network connects our specialists with colleagues in other HEIs and has
proven to be a fruitful platform for cooperation.

Besides our HEI partners, we maintain commercial partner collaboration network providing
services for an annual fee. Partner companies and organisations are supported and monitored by
a designated Partner Manager. To ensure equal level of engagement, they meet regularly for
internal training and sharing best practices. In 2022, Domestic Sales pilots a revised partner
programme including customer segmentation. When planning the pilot, an extensive customer

https://www.haaga-helia.fi/en/haaga-helia-alumni
https://www.arene.fi/the-rectors-conference-of-finnish-universities-of-applied-sciences-arene/
https://www.haaga-helia.fi/en/heipeda
https://www.haaga-helia.fi/en/haaga-helias-partner-collaboration
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survey and applied service design methods were used. Partner collaboration benefits us through
partner fees and the engagement of companies with our projects. Students benefit from company
visits, work-life related learning assignments, contacts, and job opportunities.

At the international level, Ulysseus is an important strategic network. We also have about 200
international partner universities around the world. International partnerships enable student and
staff mobility, RDI cooperation, projects, and benchmarking. International Services develop and
monitor collaboration activities and agreements regularly.

To facilitate education export, we cooperate with international agents promoting us abroad. Our
Global Education Services have also initiated HERENET (Higher Education Recruitment Network)
for joint planning and lobbying of education export. We also coordinate the China-network UAS,
funded by the Finnish government. The shared goals of the network include increasing research-
based cooperation and staff mobility, educating specialists who have in-depth knowledge in
China, and adapting and exporting the UAS model to China. We will explore through a research
project how this network could be transformed from a network into an interdependent and
innovative ecosystem.

 

Strengths Enhancement areas
Courage, experimenting and collaboration are
promoted

Partial lack of transparency and equal access to
all the networks

Results from successful experiments distributed
and applied Fragmented results of experiments

Alumni mentoring programme Strengthening international alumni network
We are an active partner in networks and
projects Initiating new networks and projects

Ulysseus gives access to high level research
and innovation ecosystem

Common framework for Innovation Hubs
together with Ulysseus partners

https://www.haaga-helia.fi/en/our-international-partner-universities
https://www.china-network-of-finnish-uas.com/

